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ELECTROMAGNET 1C J,ND JftAGNET1C SURVEY MAR B 1973 

FAVOURABLE LAKE ANOMALY N0.44

LOCATION

Noranda Exploration Company, Limited staked fourteen claims 

KRL 325316 to KRL 325325; KRL 331049 to KRL 331051 and KRL 334485, 

The claims were staked on the east end of South Trout Lake, in 

the Favourable-Setti n g N e t L a k e a r e a, Red Lake Mining Division,
y. j, n i*****************,.,*****   *" -"r-."*  W   -w  UWWM

ACCESS

Access is best gained by flying from Red Lake to the east 

end of South Trout, approximately 140 air miles. A tote road 

cuts across the south west portion of the claim group,

MNECUTTING

A baseline was cut on an azimuth of 315 , Section lines 

were then cut perpendicular to the baseline at ^jJjjJtflJtLJjLUfiJ"~ 

val s. All lines are p^ck^tefl every mCLXfifii*

GENERAL GEOLOGY

The geology consists of a northwest trending trough of 

metapyroclastics and metasediments J4 to J6 a mile wide. This 

band is bounded on the north and south by massive pillowed 

basalts. Between the northern basaltic flows and the metasedi 

ments are a number of large metagabbro sills,

The metasediments are composed mainly of quartz-poor grey 

wacke and siltstone, argillite, ferruginous chert, black slate 

and lapilli tuff ranging from felsic to intermediate in com 

position. Small amounts of sulfides are present in the meta 

sediments.



ILECTRQMAGNETIC^D MAGNETIC SURVEYS

PURPOSE

To determine whether there is any sulphide mineralization.

COMPANY ̂ CONDUCT ING THE SURVEY

Geophysical operators employed by Noranda Exploration Co., 

Ltd., did the survey under s u p e rv i s i o "g f. Pre t e r G .Co o p g r .Geo - 

physicist, who planned and is responsible for the survey.

INSTRUMENT Z SENSITIVITY

The Electromagnetic Survey was carried out using the Crone

- This unit ls manufactured by

Crone Geophysics Limited,

The survey data is obtained by a two man crew. Each man 

is equipped with a coil capable of receiving and transmitting, 

and a power supply of three 6 volt batteries. The crew uses 

the "co-axial s h ojnb JtjLLJLtJ^!l-. jjjf^lhod ojf- surveying, One man 

transmits while the other man receives, and then the procedure 

is reversed at the same station. The coil operates at f req- 

u e a c a e s of 50 1 0 H y. . . l O 30 11 2. nii a n d 39 Q Jlz .
^*-*™™ *4UI*XW*M''^^^^MI^MMHrai^OTBUW'WMjUlU^

The magnetic field (primary field) caused by an alternating 

current in the transmitting coil induces an alternating current 

into any conductive medium within the range of the magnetic 

field. The conductive medium emits its own magnetic field 

(secondary field), and the combination of these two fields 

(primary and secondary) produces a resultant magnetic field. 

When the plane of the receiving coil is positioned in the 

direction of the resultant field, there is a minimal amount of 

current induced into the coil, and there is a minimum indication 

on the field strength meter set within the receiving coil. The



dip angle is read from the clinometer when the receiving coil 

is in this position. After the two men have reversed this 

procedure and they each have taken a reading at the same loca 

tion, the readings are added together to obtain a resultant 

dip angle. When the readings cancel each other out and the 

resultant dip angle is zero t then there is not any subsurface 

conductivity. But when the resultant djp angle is ±3 or greater 
then an anomaly exists and detailed readings are taken. A 
detailed survey necessitates readings on at least two different 

frequencies at 50 foot intervals.

To gain additional information a second electromagnetic 

surveywas carried out using a vertical loop unit^ This unit 

is also manufactured by Crone Geophysic* s Limited.

The survey utilizes a transmitting coil which is hung from 

a mast in a vertical plane and a receiving or search coil. An 

alternating current is passed through the transmitting coil 

producing an alternating magnetic field (primary field). If a 

conducting mass is near the coil a current is induced in the 

mass and the induced current will create its own magnetic field 

(secondary field). The secondary field distorts the primary 

field and the distortion is measured by the receiving coil in 

terms of dip angles. The receiving coil is similar to the 

C, E, M, unit already discussed.

The magnetometer survey was conducted at the same time as 

the E, M. with equally qualified personnel using a Scintrex Flux- 

laqnetomete,r.

The same grid was usecLwith readings e ve ry \ OQ J: e e t, ^ this 

being reduced to 50 foot readings over anomalous areas,

The idea of the survey was to give additional information 

to the E, M. survey.



DISCUSSION S- RESULTS

The air b o r ne surve y indicated six 6 channel responses and 

one 5 channel response within the claim group. Two of the 6 

channel anomalies have strong flanking magnetic correlations. 

The airborne survey indicates two conductive trends striking 

northwest - southeast.

The ground f o 11 o w -u p,, w i t h the C.E.M, unit^indicates three 

separate parallel trends. Additional detail E.M. work with the 

V.L.E.M. indicated that there are three separate conductive. 

zones labelled "A", "B" and "C^ with a number of parallel con 

ductors within zones "A" and "B".

ANOMALOUS AREA "A"

The main conductive trend extends from line O to line 52W 

and it continues off the property which is over a mile in 

strike length. From line O to 8W the conductor trends almost 

north south and then it continues in a linear fashion striking 

south-east northwest. This conductor is very strong with ex 

cellent conductivity. The V.L.E.M. indicates a better conduc 

tivity than the C.E.M. and the reason for this is that the C.E.M. 

is picking up a greater out of phase response from the parallel 

conductors by using the in line method.

At line 12W, the conductive trend splits, and then the 

trends appear to merge on line 52W about 4 4- SOS, The magnetic 

association with the E.M. anomalies is very strong indicative 

of massive iron sulfides. There are a number of isolated mag 

netic responses which are extremely strong, and they are indica 

tive of localized pods of magnetite.

Although a portion of the conductive trend runs through a



series of oxidized trenches around L40W, all of the E,M. anomaly 

has not been explained by the geological mapping. The conductive 

response is not limited to geological boundaries because it 

crosses back and forth through chemical metasediments, clastic 

metasediments and mafic intrusive rock.

It is questionable whether a great deal of emphasis should 

be put on this E.M. zone because of its long linear feature, 

because of the very strong magnetics and because there is very 

little encouragement in the rock associated with the conductor,

ANOMALOUS AREA "B"

The "B* zone consists of two axial trends running through 

the central portion of the claim group. These trends coincide 

with a string of six channel airborne anomalies which have very 

strong magnetic association. The ground responses indicate 

strong conductors with good conductivity. Again the V.L.E.M. 

shows a greater conductivity than the C,E.M., but this is due 

to the method of survey.

This anomalous zone has two parallel conductive trends as 

outlined by the V.L.E.M, Both trends extend the complete length 

of the property which is over a mile in strike length. The nor 

thern most trend is very strong with exceptionally strong magne 

tic association definitely indicating iron formation. The major 

portion of this trend appears to be in intermediate metavolcanics, 

but at the eastern end of the property the conductor is in meta 

sediments. It is at the eastern end where a number of drill 

holes are reported; however, it is questionable whether the 

drilling actually tested the E.M. conductor.

The southern conductive trend in the "B" zone also has a 

very high magnetic coincidence from L4E to 16W. There is de 

finitely iron formation in this location also. From L20W, con 

tinuing to the northwest the anomalous trend does have a mag-



netic high, but the rise is approximately 1500 gammas above back 

ground. This trend is much more interesting than its eastern 

extension which has magnetic readings as high as 30,000 gammas.

It was hoped that this was not one continuous trend, and 

that there was a break around L16W where the iron formation 

swings northward. The vertical loop; however, indicates that 

it is one long axial trend.

The geological mapping suggests the conductor maybe in 

metasediment s around L4E, but the entire trend is covered by 

overburden and swamp, and the actual cause of the conductivity 

has not been seen.

ANOMALOUS AREA "C"

This anomalous zone extends from L36W to L12W and then 

probably on to L4W but the E.M. response is quite weak on lines 

4 and 8W. This ground conductor was not picked up on the air 

borne survey which is surprising because the conductivity is 

good. Except for lines 20, 24 and 28W where the magnetic sus 

ceptibility is very strong, the mag correlation is quite inter 

esting.

The conductor may be in metasediments, but there is only 

one outcrop near the conductor which is on line 28W. There is 

also the possibility that the conductor is related to the 

regional fault passing through the area. There is a very close 

coincidence of the two from line 8W to line 20W,

CONCLUSION

The present data obtained reduces the priority of this 

property. The majority of the conductive and strong magnetic 

responses appear to be due to the ferruginous chert in the



metasediments. Undoubtedly massive sulfides do exist and are 

part of the cause of conductivity, but the general geological 

environment is not very favourable for a base metal deposit. 

The geological mapping has not indicated any significant min 

eralization of interest.

itted by

P.G. Cooper,
Division Geophysicist,
February 20, 1973.
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TO BE ATTACHED AS AN APPENDIX TO TECHNICAL REPORT MAR " '" 
FACTS SHOWN HERE NEED NOT BE REPEATED IN REPORT 

TECHNICAL REPORT MUST CONTAIN INTERPRETATION, CONCLUSIONS ETC. pJ^T,rLC'

Typ,nfSnrv,y ELECTROMAGNETIC fr MAGNETIC

CAIITH TDAIIT CPTTTNfi M RT TAlOR A RFA.Tnwnchip nr Ai  SOUTH TROUT - SElllINb NL1 LAW! A HW

r.l,in,H,l,W( K) NORANDA EXPLORATION .COMPANY, LTD.,

AnlhnrnfR^nrt PETER G. COOPER

AHrfr-.es 2 53 Lincoln St., Thunder Bay, Ontario.

Covering Dates of Smvey APRIL 1-15; JUNE 3- JULY 5/72
o /

(linccutting to office) 

TvMfl Milrsnf I.inprnt ^

SPECIAL PROVISIONS DAVs' 
CREDITS REQUESTED Gcophyrical f^\

f \
- \*\CT\ rninacTiirl ir I \

ENTER 40 days (includes f on J ^Vl 
line cutting) for first -Magnetometer ™ J )\

k \ s 1f survey.  Radiometric V,/ jf
ENTER 20 days for each -Other fi
additional survey using Ornlngi ! J
same grid. . 

Geochemical .

AIRBORNFJ CREDITS (Special provision credits do not apply to airborne surveys)

Magnetometer Electromagnetic ^Radiometric
(enter days per claiml' ^ S 

\-^ *? fDATE: FEB. 20/73 SIGNATURE: l*-^-^  ̂ - \tXW**^-
Author of ReporN  ̂

PROJECTS SECTION 

Res Geol.^.l^ O/ , Oiialifiralinns, ^J'.O^v'TyV

Pr^inn^S^^'/ /7 /, -N 7 ̂ iV V M ^ ) Z. , f).

C^/,/ ' ^V.-x'^/^,.1 .^ JJV , , .V ,
' \ 

ChrrkoH Viy date

GEOLOGICAL RRANCH

k Approved liy date

fjF.nmr.ir. AT. HK A wr.H

Annrov^H hi' ^a(/-

MINING CLAIMS TRAVERSED 
List numerically

KRL 325316
(prefix) (number)

KRL 325317

KRL 325318

KRL 325319

KRL 325320

KRL 325321

KRL 325322

KRL 325323

KRL 325324

KRL 325325

KRL 331049

KRL 331050

KRL 331051

KRL 334.485

TOTAL CI .AIMS 14



GEOPHYSICAL TECHNICAL DATA

QRQUNI) SURVEYS
Number of Stations______________________^-————Number of Readings————————
Station interval 100* for reconnaissance; 50' for detail
Line sparing 400

Profile scale or Contour int^ld "^20 0 for'E.M. f 0.1000.2000.5000.10.000. isogams.
(specify for each type of survey)

MAGNETIC
Instrument Scintrex Fluxgate MF-*2______.__________^________________
Accuracy - Scale constant -.JLSIH!™!!_________________:-————-——-—-———-—--———
Diurnal correction method Check station at every section line along baseline.

Base station Inratinn L 52W, O * 00_________________________________________

ELECTROMAGNETIC
Tngtriin1pnt Crone Electromagnetic Unit; Crone Vertical Loop Dnit___________
Coilconfiguration Source coil is vertical; Receiving coil is horizontal^^^
Coil ^paratinn 200' ^ 300'________________________________________________________

*™ J-l^

Accuracy___2^_______________________________________________________ 
Method: CS Fixed transmitter US Shoot back CD Inline D Parallel line
Fr^nrnry 1830 Hzj 390 H Z______________________________________________________

(specify V.L.F. station) -. , , .
n j The distortion of the primary and secondary fields in terms Parameters measurpA ______________f._____i_____________.——.—.—-—-————^^
GRAVITY of dip an 9 les '

Instrument___________________________________,________________________
Scale constant.

Corrections made.

Base station value and location.

Elevation accuracy.

INDUCED POLARIZATION - RESISTIVITY 
Instrument -——.—..————-——.^..—^.————.

Time domain———————————————————————,___ Frequency domain.
Frequency_____________________________ Range.——————.
Power^--————.—--———-—-—------—----^—————--^—-——-—--—-.——.-—--—-——-——.
Electrode array.—. 
Electrode spacing. 
Type of electrode.
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Problem Page 
The original page in this document had a problem when scanned and as a result was 
unable to convert to Portable Document Format (PDF). 
 
We apologize for the inconvenience. 
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Un problème est survenu au moment de balayer la page originale dans ce document. La 
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